
LONG LOST COUSINS ON KARMA ZED: 

Has DNA testing proven the Diaspora Hypothesis? 

Six weeks ago, our friends on Karma Zed III submitted to DNA testing to see if we share a common 

ancestry. What scientists discovered challenges all our notions about evolution and the origins of life. We 

are related! How can this be? Researchers are not quite sure, so the data has been disseminated to any 

exoplanetary lab willing to examine it. Theories are already flowing abundantly, but solid answers are in 

short supply. Here are a few of the discussions currently filling the air at universities all around the Milky 

Way.  

1. The Forgotten Garden? 

Did Zedians visit Earth, plant the seeds of life, and then forget or lose the ability to return to tend their 

garden planet? Scientists on Mother Earth have resurrected the ancient notion of intergalactic seeding—

proposing that Zedians are the descendants of an ancient race which seeded Earth’s solar system with 

genetic material millions of years ago. Elements in Zedian culture which seem to indicate a lost art of 

space travel would tend to lend credence to this theory. However, the genetic data seems to suggest that 

Earth-born DNA is of an older strand than that of Karma Zed’s. Many believe the line of decent flows in 

the opposite direction; that Zedians somehow originated on Earth and were planted on (or migrated to) 

Karma Zed. 

2. Inevitable Parallels? 

We’ve long known that planets capable of supporting life are plentiful. Is it equally plausible that these 

planets would produce the same kind of life? Researchers at Kepler’s Newton Academy argue for the 

congruency of the human form with the needs of sentient life throughout the universe. They say that it 

was inevitable for other life-supporting planets to produce creatures similar to, if not identical to us. 

Binocular vision, practical abilities to sense heat and cold, opposable thumbs, upright posture, large 

cranium and even reduced body hair may all be necessary for longevity on a local, as well as an 

astronomical scale. Apparently anyone who wants to survive in this universe will naturally evolve the same 

physiological tools for survival, including sentience itself. But can this really account for the nearly 

identical DNA coding found in their blood, or the Zedian origin myths which are eerily reminiscent of 

Earth’s origin stories? Many say coincidence cannot account for these uncanny similarities. 

3. The Diaspora? 

Probably the most hotly debated issue here is the revival of Dr. Aurelius Amanzari’s Diaspora Hypothesis. 

First proposed over 200 years ago after discovering the Ephesian Engine at Earth’s core, this theory claims 

that humans have travelled the universe before, colonizing countless worlds, but that the technology and 

memory of that conquest was somehow lost. Though tested and confirmed to be thousands of years old, 

the Ephesian Engine was inscribed with what appeared to be Greek alphabet characters (though worn 

away) and the engine’s design clearly conformed to modern engineering parameters (though more 

advanced). This would also explain the genetic markers indicating that Zedians descended from 

Earthlings. But Amanzari always focused on the more metaphysical questions, “What supernatural power 

has prevented non-Earth-born life from sprouting up around the universe?” and “Can we avert the same 

disaster which destroyed our predecessors?” Thus, the discussion has always been infused with a spiritual 

component that at once soothes and arrests the heart of any Earth-born individual, whether treading the 

blue jewel itself or hopping from star to star in an Ephesian Class spacecraft. 

 


